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Unveiling the role of the lone electron pair in
sesquioxides at high pressure: compressibility
of β-Sb2O3†
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The structural, vibrational and electronic properties of the compressed β-Sb2O3 polymorph, a.k.a. mineral

valentinite, have been investigated in a joint experimental and theoretical study up to 23 GPa. The com-

pressibility of the lattice parameters, unit-cell volume and polyhedral unit volume as well as the behaviour

of its Raman- and IR-active modes under compression have been interpreted on the basis of ab initio

theoretical simulations. Valentinite shows an unusual compressibility up to 15 GPa with four different

pressure ranges, whose critical pressures are 2, 4, and 10 GPa. The pressure dependence of the main

structural units, the lack of soft phonons, and the electronic density charge topology address the changes

at those critical pressures to isostructural phase transitions of degree higher than 2. In particular, the tran-

sitions at 2 and 4 GPa can be ascribed to the changes in the interaction between the stereochemically-

active lone electron pairs of Sb atoms under compression. The changes observed above 10 GPa, charac-

terized by a general softening of several Raman- and IR-active modes, point to a structural instability prior

to the 1st-order transition occurring above 15 GPa. Above this pressure, a tentative new high-pressure

phase (s.g. Pcc2) has been assigned by single-crystal and powder X-ray diffraction measurements.

Introduction

The study of the different polymorphs of group-XV sesquiox-
ides (valence 3+) has triggered the interest of the scientific
community in the last few years.1–3 Recent studies have pre-
dicted the possible structures of their different polymorphs by

the analysis of their dynamical stability. Thus, their structures
can be understood on the basis of deformations of the original
defective-fluorite structure4,5 by applying a vacant array along
different crystallographic directions.

The different polymorphs of these sesquioxides are likely
related to the distortion of the charge density produced by the
cationic lone electron pair (LEP), belonging to the outer ns2

electrons, when there is a strong s–p hybridization between
the cation and the anion.6–8 However, despite the efforts that
the scientific community has made to understand the struc-
tural stability and formation of the different polymorphs and
new phases of these sesquioxides,9 the exact role played by the
cationic LEP in the different polymorphs remains an open
question. It is known that when the distortions are strong
enough, the LEP effect can force the structures to form closed-
molecular units separated from each other. This is the case of
the most symmetric cubic structures of minerals arsenolite
(c-As2O3) and senarmontite (α-Sb2O3), where the large influ-
ence of the LEP stabilizes a structure with a large number of
voids. The behaviour of arsenolite and senarmontite has been
recently studied under compression.10–14 While arsenolite
shows no pressure-induced transition, a high-pressure (HP)
phase of senarmontite has been recently elucidated and
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labelled alpha-II [space group (s.g.) 114, P4̄21c, Z = 4], being
structurally quite similar to tetragonal β-Bi2O3.

14

The less symmetric structures of group-XV sesquioxides
and the behaviour of the cationic LEP in these compounds
have also been studied at HP. In particular, the polymorphs
belonging to the monoclinic symmetry α-Bi2O3 (β-As2O3), a.k.a.
mineral bismite (claudetite I) have shown a large structural
stability at HP up to 20 (40) GPa.15,16 A different behaviour has
been observed in another monoclinic phase of As2O3, a.k.a.
claudetite II, that shows a pressure-induced isostructural
phase transition (IPT) above 2 GPa.17

Finally, sesquioxides with intermediate symmetric struc-
tures (tetragonal and orthorhombic), like β-Bi2O3, ε-Bi2O3,

18

and β-Sb2O3, are not so well studied at HP although they can
be the key structures to understand the cationic LEP activity
and its contribution to HP polymorphs. In these latter poly-
morphs, the LEP effect triggers the formation of empty cavities
arranged along a certain crystallographic direction. Among
these compounds, only the HP behaviour of β-Bi2O3 has been
thoroughly studied, giving rise to a 2nd order ferroelastic IPT
above 2 GPa caused by an electronic charge redistribution
around the BiO6 polyhedra.19 Since the cationic LEP stereoac-
tivity is more intense in compounds with smaller unit-cell
volumes,20 sesquioxides formed with cations with a smaller
ionic radius than Bi (As or Sb) should exhibit a larger influ-
ence of the LEP. Thus, the HP study of orthorhombic β-Sb2O3

with similar empty linear channels to those of β-Bi2O3 can be
very interesting to uncover the role played by the LEP in the
formation of the different group-XV sesquioxide polymorphs
and understand their pressure-induced transformations.

In particular, the Sb2O3 compound is used as a retardant in
a number of materials,21,22 as an oxidation catalyst in several
production processes,23,24 as an anode material for Li- and Na-
ion batteries,25,26 to increase stability and decrease wear in
fluid lubricants,27 to enhance the properties of glasses,28,29

and also as a dopant to modify the conductivity of semi-
conductors, like SnO2 and ZnO.30–33 Furthermore, the syn-
thesis, properties, and applications of the nanoparticles of
antimony oxides have been recently reviewed since they
possess excellent properties as compared to bulk materials,
like a higher refractive index, absorptivity, abrasive resistance,
and proton conductivity.34

In the literature, previous HP Raman scattering (RS)35,36

and X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies37 have shown that β-Sb2O3

undergoes a structural phase transition above 15 GPa.
Although these works have reported the overall compression of
valentinite up to 40 GPa, showing the presence of two poly-
morphs up to that pressure, the behaviour of the low-pressure
(LP) phase of β-Sb2O3 prior to the structural phase transition
to the HP phase, that was proposed to be of monoclinic sym-
metry, has not been clearly reported37 This has motivated us
to perform a detailed experimental and theoretical study on
the structural, vibrational and electronic properties of β-Sb2O3

under compression with a thorough analysis of the theoretical
electronic charge topology of the LP phase. We will show that
compressed valentinite exhibits several internal transitions,

prior to its structural phase transition above 15 GPa. Most of
these internal transitions will be shown to be related to the
changes in the cationic LEP under compression and could be
considered as IPTs of order higher than 2. The incompleteness
of Landau and Liftshitz’s description of solid phase tran-
sitions38 was already stated by Liftshitz in 1960 with the
inclusion of the electronic topological transitions (ETTs) as the
transitions of order 2

1
2 (higher than 2)39 according to

Ehrenfest’s notation.40 The 2nd order phase transitions require
a soft mode, according to Landau’s theory; however, the
changes observed in this work are associated with the changes
in the interaction of the cationic LEPs, i.e. of electronic origin,
like the one observed in ETTs, which are ascribed to tran-
sitions of order higher than 2. Recent studies41 have proved
the existence of IPTs of order higher than 1 (continuous), and
some of them are associated with changes in the electronic
topology.

Therefore, this work shows the importance of the cationic
LEP activity in relation to the rest of the electrons in the mole-
cular unit in order to understand the properties of a quasi-
molecular material, like β-Sb2O3. Moreover, thanks to the com-
bination of single-crystal and powder XRD measurements, we
will propose an orthorhombic HP phase [s.g. Pcc2] above 15
GPa which is different from the monoclinic HP phase pre-
viously proposed.37 Consequently, this study allows us to
understand the polymorphism of group XV sesquioxides
and becomes interesting for the future analysis of other LEP-
based molecular and quasi-molecular solids under extreme
conditions.

Results
Structural properties of β-Sb2O3 under compression

The structure of β-Sb2O3 [s.g. 56, Pccn, Z = 4] at room pressure
has been traditionally interpreted to be formed by SbO3E units
(see the SbO3 polyhedral unit in the bottom part of Fig. 1),
where E refers to the cationic LEP. The link of different SbO3E
units along the c-axis (two-fold rotation axis) forms rods com-
posed of infinite (Sb2O3)∞ chain molecules in such a way that
the neighbouring LEPs form empty linear channels parallel to
the rods. In this context, β-Sb2O3 can be considered as a quasi-
molecular solid (with infinite molecules along the c-axis) or as
an acicular solid since it grows in the form of (Sb4O6)∞
needles extended along the c-axis (see Fig. 1).

Along each rod, each Sb atom is mainly linked to three O
atoms forming strong Sb–O bonds of ca. 2.0 Å (see the bottom
part of Fig. 1); thus, Sb is threefold coordinated at room
pressure. As regards the O coordination, the central O atom of
each Sb2O3 unit along the chain, hereafter named O1, is
bonded to the two Sb atoms of the same unit (bond distance
of 2.0 Å). Besides, it must be noted that O1 is also weakly
bonded to the two Sb atoms (with a bond distance of 2.6 Å) of
the neighbouring Sb2O3 unit along the infinite chain (see
oblique dashed lines in the top right part of Fig. 1). On the
other hand, each of the external O atoms of each Sb2O3 unit
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along the chain, hereafter named O2, is bonded to an Sb atom
of the same unit (with a bond distance of 1.98 Å) and to one
Sb atom of the neighbouring Sb2O3 unit (with a bond distance
of 2.02 Å). In addition, each O2 atom is weakly bonded (a
bond distance of 2.5 Å) to an Sb atom in a neighbouring chain
(see almost vertical dashed lines in the top part of Fig. 1). This
weak bond provides the link between the different chains or
rods, leading to the formation of the 3D structure of valenti-
nite. In summary, by considering these weak extra bonds, the
structure of valentinite could be interpreted as formed by rods
or needles with SbO5E units, where the coordination of Sb is 3
(with 2 extra-long bonds) and the coordination of O1 and O2
atoms is 2 (with 2 extra-long bonds) and 2 (with 1 extra-long
bond), respectively (see the polyhedral SbO5E unit in the top
part of Fig. 1).

Two angle-dispersive powder HP-XRD measurements of
β-Sb2O3 at room temperature were conducted with two
different pressure-transmitting media (PTM). In experiment 1
(2), a 16 : 3 : 1 methanol–ethanol–water (MEW) mixture
(helium) was used. New reflections, not corresponding to the
LP phase of valentinite, were observed only above 15 GPa in
both experiments (see Fig. S2 and S3†). This result suggests
that the quasi-hydrostatic conditions were maintained up to
15 GPa in both experiments and points to a phase transition
above this pressure, in good agreement with the literature.35–37

The phase transition is more evident in the case of enhanced
quasi-hydrostatic conditions (experiment 2) than in the case of
a quasi-hydrostatic environment (experiment 1). A pure HP
phase was recorded above 16 GPa in experiment 2, while
experiment 1 revealed the coexistence of the LP and HP phases
from 16 GPa to 25 GPa. The analysis of the HP phase will be
discussed below.

Le Bail analyses (partial Rietveld refinement) of the powder
XRD patterns of the LP phase of valentinite in experiment 1
(experiment 2) were carried out up to 14.6 GPa. In the refine-
ment, the atomic coordinates of oxygen were fixed to those
obtained by ab initio simulations in order to achieve more
accuracy in the determination of the coordinates of Sb atoms.
An example of the 2D diffraction pattern of experiment 2 and
details of the partial Rietveld refinement at selected pressures
are shown in Fig. S5 and Table S1.†

The analysis of the LP phase of β-Sb2O3 reveals a smooth
behaviour in the pressure dependence of the unit-cell volume
up to 14.6 GPa (Fig. 2 (left)), without any jump in the volume
(associated with a 1st order phase transition) or any apparent
change in the compressibility (associated with a 2nd order
phase transition). In fact, the data were easily fitted to the 3rd
order Birch–Murnaghan (BM) equation of state (EoS) using the
EoSFIT software.42,43 Interestingly, the unit-cell volumes
obtained at similar pressures in both experiments using MEW
and helium are almost identical. This result contrasts with the
large volume difference observed in arsenolite (c-As2O3) at
similar pressures with these two PTM due to the pressure-
induced helium trapping in this molecular solid.10

The bulk modulus obtained for β-Sb2O3 in experiment 1 (2)
is B0 = 24(2) GPa (B0 = 27.4(8) GPa). These values are in good
agreement with our theoretical simulations (B0 = 30.9(5) GPa).
The difference between both experiments is likely due to the
lack of experimental data below 3 GPa in experiment 2 (due to
the helium loading procedure). The agreement between the
experiments and calculations supports the validity of our
theoretical calculations performed under the GGA-PBEsol
approximation and will allow us to extend our analysis to
different intrinsic properties of this compound. Such a point
is crucial because, as we will see below, our simulations show
that there are several IPTs of order higher than 2.

The HP dependence of the lattice parameters of β-Sb2O3 up
to 14.6 GPa (Fig. 2 (right)) exhibits a monotonic sublinear
behaviour. Both experimental and theoretical data can be
fitted to a modified 2nd order BM EoS (see axial compressibil-
ities and bulk moduli at room pressure in Table S2†). The
similarity of data from both experiments suggests that the

Fig. 1 (Left) 3D structure layout of the low-pressure (LP) phase of
β-Sb2O3 at ambient pressure (labelling Sb-cyan, O1-red and O2-orange).
(Right) Projection of the structure in the b–c plane. Lower parts of the
figure show the SbO3 polyhedral units and two separated chain-like
rods within each unit cell extended along the c axis can be observed (LP
configuration below 2 GPa). Upper parts of the figure show the SbO5

polyhedral units so that each rod gets linked with its four neighbor rods
(enhanced bonds in the HP configuration above 2 GPa).

Fig. 2 Pressure dependence of the experimental (symbols) and theore-
tical (solid lines) unit-cell volume (left) and lattice parameters (right) in
β-Sb2O3. Filled squares and empty circles correspond to the data of
experiment 1 and experiment 2, respectively. The 3rd order BM EoS fit of
the experimental volume data (the dashed line) is also shown. The
experimental data fit of the lattice parameters to the modified
Murnaghan’s EoS (the dashed lines) is also shown.
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quasi-hydrostatic conditions are well maintained below 14.6
GPa in both XRD measurements. Consequently, the slight
differences between the lattice parameters obtained at LPs in
both experiments are likely due to an overpressure of the Cu
signal in experiment 2 (in the range between 4 and 6 GPa)
since the Cu powder was too close to the gasket. Note that the
ratio between the different lattice parameters (Fig. S6†) shows
a monotonic variation without any indication of a possible 2nd

order IPT up to 14.6 GPa, unlike its counterpart β-Bi2O3.
19,44

The c-axis shows the lowest axial compressibility at room
pressure because its pressure behaviour is dominated by the
longitudinal compressibility of the rods, mainly related to
short Sb–O2 bond distances inside the rods which link
different Sb2O3 units along the c-axis. We can also relate the
compressibility of the c-axis to the lateral compressibility of
the SbO3E or SbO5E polyhedral units. The a-axis exhibits the
highest compressibility because its change is dominated by
the compression of the voids between the rods; i.e. the com-
pression of the cationic LEPs mainly oriented along the a-axis.
In any case, a small contribution of the transversal com-
pression of the relatively rigid rods along the a-axis cannot be
neglected due to the bending of the long Sb–O2 bonds that
link the rods mainly directed along the b-axis (see almost verti-
cal dashed lines in Fig. 1). Finally, the b-axis shows an inter-
mediate compressibility mainly given by the compression of
the long Sb–O2 bonds and to a smaller extent by the transver-
sal compression of the rods related to the longitudinal com-
pressibility of SbO3E (or SbO5E) units along the b-axis. Note
that the b-axis compressibility is not affected by the com-
pression of the short Sb–O1 bonds (Fig. S9†).

Fig. S7† shows the comparison between our theoretical and
experimental (obtained from a partial Rietveld refinement of
the HP-XRD patterns) Sb atomic coordinates. These results
further confirm that we can rely on the HP evolution of the
interatomic distances, polyhedral volume, and compressibilities
of the different units obtained from our theoretical calculations.
Interestingly, the theoretical pressure dependence of the atomic
coordinates of Sb, O1 and O2 atoms shows indications of the
anomalous compressibility of valentinite. While some coordi-
nates (Sbx, Sby and O1z) show a monotonic trend with com-
pression, the rest of the free atomic coordinates, especially
those corresponding to external O2 atoms, show a rather
different behaviour depending on the pressure range. In par-
ticular, the coordinates of O2 reveal three different pressure
ranges: (i) from 0 to 4 GPa, (ii) from 4 to 10 GPa and (iii) from
10 to 15 GPa. In addition, the coordinate Sbz remains almost
constant up to 2 GPa and then increases up to 10 GPa, where
another slight change in the tendency is observed. In summary,
the atomic coordinates of compressed valentinite show struc-
tural changes at 2, 4 and 10 GPa which are not detected in the
evolution of the unit-cell volume and lattice parameters.

To conclude this section, we will now discuss the nature of
the HP phase observed in β-Sb2O3 above 14.6 GPa. At this
pressure, new reflections appear at 10.8, 12.2, 13.2, and 16
degrees that reflect displacive shifts of some crystallographic
planes of the LP phase. We find that the most intense reflec-

tions of the LP phase remain after the phase transition to the
HP phase is completed. This result indicates that the HP
phase bear a direct relation to the original LP phase. A tenta-
tive assignment of the HP phase of valentinite has been per-
formed by comparison with probable structures. The best con-
cordance was achieved with an orthorhombic phase (s.g. Pcc2,
see Fig. S10†). This structure was predicted to be dynamically
stable in As2O3

5 and is a translationengleiche subgroup of
index 2 of s.g. Pccn of β-Sb2O3. In order to corroborate this
assignment, we have performed single-crystal HP-XRD
measurements of mineral valentinite (Fig. S11†) and ab initio
theoretical simulations of the proposed HP phase.

In order to understand the results of the single-crystal
HP-XRD, we have to bear in mind that the structure of β-Sb2O3

at room conditions, with voids extending along the (001) direc-
tion, endows the compound with a laminar character and a ten-
dency to exfoliate along the (100) plane. This tendency to exfoli-
ate would be avoided if we could obtain a perfectly oriented
(100) single crystal; however, the mineral nature of this sample
makes it very difficult to obtain a pure (100) β-Sb2O3 single
crystal, increasing the probability to form deformations in its
crystalline structure. Under compression, the reflections at high
2θ angles quickly fade probably as a result of the slide of the
planes in our single crystalline sample. This fact leads to a huge
increase of the internal reflection values, Rint, which is ∼30% at
16 GPa, thus preventing a complete structural determination of
the HP phase of β-Sb2O3. Despite the difficulty in solving the
structure at 16 GPa, we have observed that the new structure
also shows an orthorhombic symmetry, a = 4.590(14) Å, b =
11.113(7) Å and c = 4.9730(16) Å, very similar to that of the LP
phase. The intensities and new reflections that emerge above 16
GPa in the powder XRD experiment cannot be explained with s.
g. Pccn. However, they are readily indexed to non-centro-
symmetric s.g. Pcc2. Both phases can be distinguished by sys-
tematic extinctions related to their symmetry elements. In par-
ticular, certain conditions for systematic extinctions (h00, l = 2n;
0k0, k = 2n; hk0, h + k = 2n) do not apply in s.g. Pcc2.
Unfortunately, the h00 reflections are not accessible in our
single crystal due to the orientation of the crystal inside the
diamond anvil cell. Furthermore, according to the powder diffr-
action pattern at 19.3 GPa (Fig. S10†), the 0k0 and the hk0 reflec-
tions are extremely weak hindering their localization in our
single-crystal patterns (Fig. S11†). Despite these limitations, the
integration of the reflections from single-crystal XRD measure-
ments using the CrysAlis program45 indicates that the structural
data of the HP phase are compatible with s.g. Pcc2.

The strongest support to the structural determination of
the HP phase originates from the single-crystal data. Even
though the internal Rint value is above 30%, SHELXT46 directly
displays two sites for the Sb atom conforming to a cationic
structure almost identical to the LP structure and in perfect
agreement with the structural determination by powder XRD.
After several refinement iterations of the cationic structure
with program SHELXL,47 the R1 value goes down to a
minimum of 35%, but it is not reduced when we introduce the
O positions (Table S3†). Such a drawback, which is the result
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of the poor Rint value, prevents any total structural determi-
nation but confirms the structural determination by powder
HP-XRD measurements. The two atoms (Sb and O2) that are in
8e crystallographic sites in the LP phase split into two crystal-
lographic sites each with 4e symmetry in the HP phase and the
atom (O1) that is in the 4d Wyckoff site in the LP phase splits
into a 2b and a 2c crystallographic site in the HP phase. The
determination of four out of the six positions of the HP phase
with single-crystal XRD is further validated by our ab initio
theoretical simulations (Table S3†) that confirm the ortho-
rhombic HP phase of β-Sb2O3 as a distortion of its LP phase
instead of the monoclinic structure proposed by Zou et al.37

Vibrational properties of β-Sb2O3 under compression

Raman spectroscopy and infrared (IR) scattering spectroscopy
are very sensitive methods. They have more local character
(very sensitive to short-range order changes) than XRD
measurements and can show changes in the configuration of
interatomic bonds that are difficult to detect by XRD tech-
nique. Consequently, they might reflect the anomalous com-
pressibility of the LP phase of valentinite already reported.
According to group theory, the centrosymmetric orthorhombic
phase of β-Sb2O3, with the D2h (mmm) point group, should
have 60 zone-centre phonon modes belonging to the following
irreducible representation: Γ = 7Ag + 7Au + 7B1g + 7B1u + 8B2g +
8B2u + 8B3g + 8B3u.

48 Three of these modes (B1u, B2u, and B3u)
correspond to acoustic phonons, while the seven Au modes are
silent. This results in 30 Raman-active (gerade) optical modes
(ΓR = 7Ag + 7B1g + 8B2g + 8B3g) and 20 IR-active (ungerade)
optical modes (ΓIR = 6B1u + 7B2u + 7B3u).

The RS spectrum of β-Sb2O3 at room pressure is well
known35,36,49–52 and has been traditionally divided into two
different regions separated by a phonon gap: (i) the low-fre-
quency region (from 50 to 400 cm−1) and (ii) the high-frequency
region (from 400 to 800 cm−1). The most intense peaks are
located in the low-frequency region that is dominated by a peak
near 140 cm−1. The vibrational modes of β-Sb2O3 above (below)
400 cm−1 were assigned to the internal (external) vibrational
modes of pyramidal SbO3 (or SbO3E) molecules by many
authors. On this basis, Cody et al.49 suggested that the internal
modes should be similar in the different crystalline structures
of Sb2O3, senarmontite and valentinite, while the external
modes should depend on the particular space group of the crys-
talline structure due to the different arrangement of molecules
inside the unit cell of both compounds. Later, Miller and Cody
used the molecule O2Sb-O-SbO2 to describe the internal modes
of vitreous Sb2O3 and assigned the internal vibrational modes
of this molecule.50 Finally, a better approach to interpret the RS
and IR spectra of valentinite has been reported by Voit et al.,
who used Sb10O15 units to model the vibrational spectra.52 Our
calculations do not support the separation of the vibrational
modes of valentinite into external and internal modes of the
SbO3 molecules, as suggested in previous works, since all mole-
cules are linked together in a complex double chain structure
which forms infinite (Sb2O3)∞ chain molecules. Details of the

vibrational modes of valentinite and its associated atomic
motions are provided in Fig. S12–S20.†

A classification of the vibrational spectrum of valentinite is
provided by the theoretical phonon density of states
(Fig. S21†), which allows one to divide it into three main
ranges: (i) low-frequency (below 100 cm−1), where the vibrations
are dominated by the motion of the Sb cations; (ii) middle-fre-
quency (100–300 cm−1), where the vibrations are associated
with the motion between the polyhedral SbO3 units as a group
(both Sb and O atoms move with predominance of the Sb move-
ment below 230 cm−1 and of the O motion above 230 cm−1);
and (iii) high-frequency (above 300 cm−1), where there are
different kinds of mixed bending and stretching vibrations of
SbO3 units which mainly involve the motion of oxygen atoms.

Unpolarized HP-RS measurements of β-Sb2O3 were per-
formed up to 20.7 GPa in both the synthetic powders and
single crystals of mineral valentinite (see Fig. S16 and S17†).
The RS spectra of valentinite at different pressures are in good
agreement with previous reports.35,36,49–52 New Raman-active
mode frequencies are observed above 14 GPa, thus confirming
the transition to the HP phase already found by XRD measure-
ments. Unfortunately, the low quality of the RS data above 14
GPa, even from the single-crystal data, does not help to achieve
an unambiguous assignment of the HP phase of β-Sb2O3.

The pressure dependence of the experimental and theore-
tical Raman-active modes of the LP phase in valentinite (Fig. 3)
shows a rather good agreement with all data, especially above
150 cm−1 where the Raman-active modes are more separated.
The comparison of the theoretical and experimental frequencies
and pressure coefficients of the Raman-active modes in valenti-
nite (see Tables S4 and S5†) has allowed us to assign in a tenta-
tive way the symmetry of many observed Raman peaks. Below
150 cm−1, the symmetry assignment of the Raman-active modes
is doubtful for most modes due to the overlapping of many
theoretical modes. The pressure dependence of the theoretical
IR-active and silent mode frequencies is shown in Fig. S24† and
their frequencies and pressure coefficients are summarized in
Table S6.† The most striking feature of the pressure dependence
of the vibrational modes of valentinite is that many modes
show a strong non-linear pressure dependence showing
changes around 2, 4 and 10 GPa. These changes agree with
those observed in the free atomic coordinates of the Wyckoff
positions, as already reported.

Discussion

A thorough analysis of the experimental and theoretical
volumes of the SbO5E polyhedral units and of the empty cav-
ities of the LP phase of β-Sb2O3 under compression (Fig. 4)
shows that the bulk compressibility of valentinite is strongly
dominated by the behaviour of its structural voids. The com-
pression of the theoretical empty cavity volume shows a mono-
tonic variation up to 14.6 GPa that fits perfectly to a single 3rd

order BM EoS (B0 = 16.9(2) GPa). In contrast, fitting of the
theoretical SbO5E polyhedron volume as a function of pressure
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to a single 3rd order BM EoS in the same pressure range is not
possible, thus revealing the existence of two different compres-
sibility regions below and above 2 GPa. Fitting to a 3rd order
BM EoS below (above) 2 GPa yields B0 = 48(5) GPa (B0 = 102(10)
GPa).

Given the existence of 2nd order IPTs in other sesquioxides,
like β-Bi2O3, we wonder whether the compressibility changes in

the SbO5E polyhedron at 2 GPa could be considered as an evi-
dence of a hidden or internal 2nd order IPT. These adjectives
indicate that this transition is not reflected in the bulk behav-
iour, as already analysed, in turn, the transition remains hidden
by the strong compressibility of the linear empty cavity that
dominates the unit-cell volume compressibility of valentinite.

The F–f plot, F being the reduced pressure and f being the
Eulerian strain, is a more sensitive tool than the unit-cell
volume vs. pressure plot to observe slight changes in the com-
pressibility.42 Therefore, we have analysed the F–f plot for the
theoretically simulated bulk structure, polyhedral SbO5E unit,
and the empty cavity under compression (Fig. S8†) in order to
achieve a better illustration of the different compressibility
ranges of valentinite. The F–f plots have unveiled more than
one critical pressure value in the stability pressure range of
valentinite. The F–f plot of the bulk structure reveals a com-
pressibility change around 10 GPa which is observed also in
the polyhedral unit and the empty cavity. On the other hand,
the F–f plot of the polyhedral unit confirms a compressibility
change at 2 GPa. Finally, it must be noted that the F–f plot of
the empty cavity indicates an additional change around 4 GPa.
These pressure values agree with those already found in our
study of the lattice dynamics and of the theoretical depen-
dence of free atomic coordinates.

Complementary information about the different compressi-
bility regions of valentinite is provided by the HP behaviour of
the Sb–O interatomic distances inside the SbO5E polyhedral
units (Fig. S9†). A strong decrease of the theoretical long Sb–
O2 distance (theoretically around 2.42 Å and experimentally
around 2.5 Å at 0 GPa) is observed in the range from 0 to 4
GPa. In addition, there is a change in the sign of the slope of

Fig. 3 Pressure dependence of the theoretical (lines) and experimental
Raman-active mode frequencies of β-Sb2O3 obtained from powder
(circles) and single crystals (squares) below 400 cm−1 (bottom) and
above 400 cm−1 (top). Each colour corresponds to an assigned sym-
metry: green (Ag), red (B1g), black (B2g) and blue (B3g), whose labels are
situated near the theoretical curves. The experimental Raman frequen-
cies of the HP phase observed above 15 GPa (empty triangles) are also
shown. Vertical dashed lines indicate the pressures at which changes are
observed in the Raman mode frequencies.

Fig. 4 Pressure dependence of the experimental (solid symbols) and
theoretical (empty symbols) volume of the SbO5E polyhedral unit (blue)
and the empty cavity (red) in β-Sb2O3. The 3rd order BM EoS fits (solid
lines) of the theoretical data are also shown. Experimental data corres-
pond to experiment 2.
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the short Sb–O1 bond in the same pressure range. Note that
this is the bond from the central O1 atom to the two Sb atoms
of the same Sb2O3 molecule. The changes in the Sb–O dis-
tances indicate that the main role of pressure up to 2–4 GPa is
to bring the neighbouring rods closer, while above this
pressure range, the pressure mainly tends to increase the
packing inside the rods by compressing the atoms inside the
SbO3 molecular units.

Additional evidence of the extraordinary changes observed
at 2, 4, and 10 GPa in valentinite is provided by a detailed com-
parison of the RS measurements (in single crystals and
powders) and theoretical lattice dynamics calculations (Fig. 3
and S22, S23†). At LPs, most experimental Raman-active fre-
quencies show a blueshift with increasing pressure. This is
also the case of the most intense Raman peak, located near
140 cm−1 at room pressure and tentatively attributed to the
B1g

2 mode (Fig. S15†). However, this mode shows a negative
pressure coefficient above 2 GPa (Fig. S25†), which agrees with
previous HP-RS measurements.35,36 In fact, changes in the
pressure coefficients of vibrational frequencies around 2 GPa
are also observed in other theoretical Raman-active modes
(Fig. 3) as well as in IR-active and silent modes (Fig. S24†). In
particular, the Ag

2 and B3g
8 modes show a negative (positive)

pressure coefficient in β-Sb2O3 below (above) 2 GPa.
The changes in the slope of the vibrational frequencies

around 4 GPa are experimentally evidenced by the experi-
mental mode near 225 cm−1, assigned to the B2g

4 mode. Note
that this mode has a smaller pressure coefficient than the
adjacent Ag

4 mode so both modes overlap above 5 GPa and
become separated again above 12 GPa (see details in
Fig. S26†). Similarly, the theoretical B3g

1 (Ag
2) mode shows a

positive (negative) pressure coefficient below (above) 4 GPa,
and the contrary occurs above this pressure.

Finally, it must be stressed that many Raman-active modes
(Ag

1, B2g
4, B3g

6, B3g
7, B2g

8, B1g
7) and IR-active and silent modes

show a change in the slope at 10 GPa. In particular, most of
these modes show a softening of their frequencies above this
pressure, likely related to the increase of the short Sb–O2 bond
distance (Fig. S9†). This behaviour suggests the existence of a
general instability of the LP phase of β-Sb2O3 above 10 GPa
(see also the strange kink at theoretical frequencies near 15
GPa). In this regard, we must recall that a complete softening
(frequency going down to zero) of a vibrational mode is a sig-
nature of a “real” 2nd order phase transition according to the
Landau theory of phase transitions, as it occurs in β-Bi2O3.

19,44

In this context, the calculated phonon dispersion curves of
β-Sb2O3 (Fig. S27†) indicate that there is no complete softening
of any vibrational mode along the Brillouin zone in the whole
range up to 15 GPa. This result implies that we cannot con-
sider the changes observed in the compressibility of valenti-
nite at 2, 4 and 10 GPa belonging to a 2nd order IPT, so they
must be ascribed to the IPTs of order higher than 2.

To conclude the discussion regarding the vibrational pro-
perties of valentinite under compression, we must mention that
the changes in the compressibility at different pressures have
been confirmed not only by the changes in the slopes of the fre-

quencies of vibrational modes, but also by the accurate analysis
of the pressure dependence of the full width half-maximum
(FWHM) of several high-intensity Raman-active modes, as
obtained from the HP-RS measurements on single-crystal
samples (Fig. S28†). The HP evolution of the FWHM in two
experimental Raman-active modes (one in the low-frequency
region and the other in the high-frequency region) shows that
the changes in their FWHM occur at roughly the same critical
pressures where the changes in the F–f plots are observed. In
summary, all HP-RS results experimentally support the con-
clusions obtained by the analysis of the theoretical simulations
regarding the existence of hidden or internal structural changes
in valentinite around 2, 4, and 10 GPa. In order to obtain
additional evidence for the different ranges of compressibility
of valentinite, we have studied the evolution of the topology of
the electronic charge distribution by analyzing the atomic Bader
volumes and charges in β-Sb2O3 (Fig. 5). According to Bader’s
theory, the change in the topological distribution of the charge
around an atom may reveal a variation in the molecular geome-
try since its electronic distribution should be invariant to
pressure.53 The Sb volume and charge show a change in the ten-
dency above 2 and 10 GPa (see deviations from linear trends in
Fig. 5) that agrees roughly with the pressure where the compres-
sibility of the SbO5E polyhedral volume changes. The O2
volume and charge show changes in the tendency between 2
and 4 GPa, which are complementary to that observed in Sb.
Finally, the O1 volume and charge follow almost linear trends
with a small change in the trend near 2 GPa. These results are
consistent with the O1 central position in the rod and suggest
that the O1 atoms are barely involved in the compressibility
changes observed in valentinite. Consequently, these results
show that the anomalous compressibility of the polyhedral
SbO5E unit around 2–4 GPa may be related to a charge transfer
between the Sb and O2 atoms. This result clearly indicates that
the different rods start to interact in a more intense way above
this pressure range. Thus, we can consider that above this
pressure range the coordination of the Sb atom reaches a real 3
+ 1 coordination with a loss of the isolated rod character at LP;
i.e. a quasi-1D to a 3D transition occurs between 2 and 4 GPa in
valentinite. Therefore, the changes between 2 and 4 GPa could
be considered to be related to the internal or hidden 2nd order
IPTs not reflected in the bulk compressibility of β-Sb2O3. It is
noteworthy that a 2nd order IPT has also been observed in
β-Sb2O3

19,44 and also in Sb2Te3
54 and BiMn2O5,

55 where the 2nd

order IPT was also revealed by the analysis of the evolution of
the Bader charge under compression.

Further evidence of the occurrence of subtle compressibility
changes in valentinite under compression originates from the
analysis of the pressure dependence of the orientation and dis-
tortion of the cationic LEPs, which has been studied by the
topology of the electronic localization function (ELF). The
pressure dependence of the LEP orientation, given by the
angle formed by the interacting LEPs and its common bond
critical point (BCP), shows a drastic change at 2 GPa (Fig. 6).
The change in the orientation of the LEPs around 2 GPa is in
good agreement with the features observed in the analysis of
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the atomic Bader volumes and charges and with those
observed in the structural and vibrational properties of valenti-
nite. Therefore, we can conclude that the anomalous behav-
iour of valentinite at 2 GPa is caused by a sudden reorientation

of the cationic LEPs that form the structural voids or channels
in valentinite. At room pressure, the LEPs are oriented towards
the centre of the empty cavity so they interact with their neigh-
bouring LEPs belonging to different a–c crystallographic
planes. The strong compression of the empty cavity along the
a-axis (shown by the great decrease of the inter-rod bond dis-
tances) shortens the distance between the neighbouring LEPs
belonging to the same a–c crystallographic plane in such a way
that these LEPs start to interact. This leads to an abrupt
change in the LEP–BCP–LEP angle near 2 GPa.

On the other hand, the LEP–LEP asymmetry, measuring the
distortion of the two LEP–BCP distances (Fig. 6), indicates a
negligible distance asymmetry between the two interacting
LEPs below 2 GPa. This asymmetry increases above 2 GPa up
to around 4 GPa when it becomes constant. This behaviour
can be explained by the great decrease of the void volume and
the great reduction of the long interatomic Sb–O2 distances at
LPs. Up to 2 GPa, the cationic LEPs suffer from a gradual reor-
ientation remaining barely undistorted; the relative asymmetry
with respect to the room pressure value is 1 (no asymmetry).
Above 2 GPa, the strong compression between the neighbour-
ing rods causes a sudden reorientation of the cationic LEPs
and the effect of pressure begins to distort the cationic LEPs
themselves. This distortion is reflected in the increase of the
relative asymmetry of the LEP–BCP distances (deviation with
respect to 1 that corresponds to the same LEP–BCP distance in
the two interacting LEPs). This means that the distortion of
the LEP cloud is larger for one LEP than that for its neighbour-
ing one. The difference in the LEP distortions reaches a
maximum near 4 GPa; i.e., the LEP cloud considered as an
ellipsoid becomes more and more stretched up to 4 GPa.
Above this pressure, the LEP cloud cannot be further com-
pressed and the relative LEP asymmetry remains constant.
This means that the effect of pressure above 4 GPa is reflected
in the decrease of the long interatomic Sb–O distances and
especially in the decrease of the second shortest Sb–O2 dis-

Fig. 5 Evolution of the theoretical Bader volumes (top) and charges
(bottom) of the non-equivalent atoms in β-Sb2O3. Dashed straight lines
are a guide to the eye in order to help visualize the different tendencies
observed.

Fig. 6 Evolution of the LEP–LEP asymmetry (red) and the angle formed
by neighboring LEPs and the BCP (blue) under compression. The
location of the BCP in the structure is displayed in the inset of the figure
for each pressure range proposed.
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tance (Fig. S9†). The compression of the internal Sb–O1 bonds
above 4 GPa indicates that a real 3D behaviour is observed
above this pressure.

The anomalous hidden or internal behaviours at 2 and 4
GPa cannot be interpreted as pure 2nd order IPTs due to the
lack of discontinuities in the thermodynamic parameters,
which avoids their assignment in Ehrenfest’s classification.56

New and extended definitions of phase transitions given by Ma
and Wang57 introduce type-I transitions. Such a type of tran-
sition only requires two stable states without variable disconti-
nuity requirement and is called continuous transition.
Unfortunately, the definition of a different initial and final
stable state is quite difficult to identify in our case. Another
point is that by definition a phase transition shows changes in
the atomic bonds (coordination, symmetry or arrangement);
however, to our knowledge, the changes in the interaction
between unpaired electrons, like LEPs, in inorganic solids
under compression, have never been studied. In valentinite,
the different interactions between the neighbouring LEPs may
cause subtle changes in the properties of valentinite. However,
these changes cannot be assigned to a 2nd order IPT in
Ehrenfest’s classification and consequently should be attribu-
ted to a transition of order higher than 2.

Finally, we would like to mention that all F–f plots (Fig. S8†)
show a tendency change at 10 GPa, in perfect correlation with
a general softening of many vibrational modes (Fig. 3 and
S24†). A response to compression is not observed in the ana-
lysis of the electronic topology around 10 GPa. As already men-
tioned, the general softening of the Raman-active and IR-active
modes observed above 10 GPa may be the result of an ongoing
instability, probably the onset of the phase transition experi-
mentally observed above 15 GPa. However, our ab initio calcu-
lations do not show any complete softening of the theoretical
vibrational modes up to 14 GPa. Note that the B2u

1 mode near
25 cm−1 at room pressure shows an almost complete freezing
near 15 GPa. This indicates that the structure becomes fully
unstable above 14 GPa when the transition occurs. For this
reason, the existence of an electronic-driven IPT around 10
GPa has also been considered. Our theoretical calculations of
the electronic band structure at several pressures (Fig. S29†)
show a progressive decrease of the bandgap of valentinite.
However, neither a change from semiconducting-to-metallic
nor a change in the topology of the Fermi level around 10 GPa
have been observed. Consequently, the origin of the instability
occurring above 10 GPa in valentinite is still unknown and will
deserve further studies. In any case, the theoretical interatomic
distances in Fig. S9† allow an interesting reading. If we hypoth-
esise that the 3 + 1 coordination of Sb starts at 2 GPa (when
the large Sb–O2 distance decreases below 2.36 Å) the increase
in the coordination to 3 + 1 + 1 of Sb would start above 10 GPa
(when the much larger Sb–O1 distance decreases below
2.38 Å). Moreover, there is a change in the theoretical slope of
the two shortest Sb–O2 bond distances above 10 GPa
(Fig. S9†). The shortest one shows a reduction of the slope
while the largest one shows an increase of the slope; i.e. it
enlarges at a higher rate which suggests a structural instability.

Consequently, the increase of the coordination of Sb above 10
GPa, thanks to the interaction of the central parts of the neigh-
bouring Sb2O3 units in the same rod (involving large Sb–O1
bonds), leads to unusual changes in the Sb–O2 distance and
could lead to the instability of the structure of valentinite. In
the HP phase, the polyhedral unit shows a five-fold coordi-
nation confirming the trend observed with compression. In
summary, our analysis shows that the anomalous compressi-
bility of valentinite at 2 and 4 GPa is related to the changes in
the cationic LEPs that affect the connectivity of external O2
atoms, while that occurring at 10 GPa is not related to the cat-
ionic LEPs but likely related to the changes in the connectivity
of internal O1 atoms which in turn affect in a strange way the
compressibility of the Sb–O2 bonds.

Experimental
Experimental details

Synthetic 99.9% pure white powders of the β-Sb2O3 samples
used in the present experiments were acquired from Sigma-
Aldrich Inc., while fully transparent single crystals of valenti-
nite were obtained from Lac Nicolet Mine in Quebec (Canada).
Angle-dispersive powder HP-XRD measurements at room
temperature up to 25 GPa were conducted in a membrane-type
diamond anvil cell (DAC) at the BL04-MSPD beamline of ALBA
synchrotron in two different experiments. The sample was
loaded inside the DAC using either a MEW mixture (experi-
ment 1) or helium (experiment 2) as a PTM. The pressure
inside the cavity was calibrated through the EoS of copper.58

Incident monochromatic beam at a wavelength of 0.4246 Å
was focused at 20 × 20 μm2 and cleaned using a pinhole of
50 μm.59 Images covering a 2θ range up to 20° were collected
using a SX165 CCD located at 240 mm from the sample.
Integrated XRD pattern profiles as a function of 2θ were
obtained with the Fit2D software.60 Le Bail analysis (partial
Rietveld refinement) of the experimental diffraction patterns
corresponding to experiment 1 (experiment 2) was carried out
with the GSAS package software.61,62 Partial Rietveld refine-
ment was performed by fitting the atomic coordinates of Sb
and fixing the atomic coordinates of O1 and O2 to those
obtained by ab initio simulations corresponding to each
pressure, in order to obtain a better fit of the atomic coordi-
nates of Sb atoms (see Fig. S7 and Table S1†). This procedure
was performed because lighter elements are more sensitive to
errors in their determination by XRD measurements. Small
variations of the free Wyckoff sites may lead to strong changes
in the interatomic distances, which can avoid an adequate pre-
cision for the experimental determination of bond lengths.
The background of each XRD powder pattern was fitted to a
shifted Chebyshev function of the 1st kind and the peak shape
was analysed using the profile coefficients for Simpson’s rule
integration of the pseudovoigt function implemented in the
GSAS package.

In the single crystal XRD experiment a (100)-oriented single
crystal was loaded into a Merrill–Bassett diamond-anvil cell,
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equipped with 500 μm culet diamonds. The sample with a
surface area of 150 × 40 μm2 was loaded in the pressure
chamber made in the 200 μm hole of a tungsten gasket that
has been preindented to 80 μm in thickness. The pressure
transmitting medium was He and a ruby chip was included for
pressure determination. The XRD data were collected at the
Beamline I19, at Diamond Light Source, using a Newport
kappa-geometry 4-circle diffractometer fitted with a Dectris
Pilatus 300 K pixel-array photon-counting detector. The
dataset was collected at a wavelength of λ = 0.4895 Å, with a
step size and exposure time of 0.2° and 0.4 seconds, respect-
ively. The data were collected using a series of ω scans to give
the optimal completeness when using a diamond anvil cell.
The data were integrated with the program CrysAlisPro45 which
incorporates routines that omit the regions of the detector
shaded by the diamond-anvil cell from integration.

Room-temperature unpolarized HP-RS measurements on
the powder (up to 22 GPa) and single crystal β-Sb2O3 (up to 15
GPa) samples, using MEW as a PTM, were carried out with a
Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR spectrometer equipped with a
thermoelectrically cooled multichannel CCD detector that
enables a spectral resolution better than 2 cm−1.63 RS
measurements were performed using the 6328 Å line of a
He : Ne laser. Special attention was paid to the experimental
measurements to avoid the undesired laser heating effects
already observed in the cubic polymorph of antimony oxide.64

The ruby fluorescence scale65 was used to determine the
pressure. It must be noted that MEW and helium provide
nearly hydrostatic conditions up to 10 GPa and 20 GPa,
respectively, and quasi-hydrostatic conditions up to the
maximum pressure attained in our experiments.66,67

Theoretical details

Ab initio total-energy calculations were performed for β-Sb2O3

within density functional theory (DFT)68 using the plane-wave
method and pseudopotential theory with the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP).69 The projector-augmented wave
scheme (PAW)70–73 was employed and the basis set of plane
waves was extended up to an energy cutoff of 520 eV in order
to achieve highly converged results and the accurate descrip-
tion of the electronic properties. The exchange–correlation
energy was taken in the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) with the PBEsol74 prescription. To ensure a high conver-
gence of 1–2 meV per formula-unit in the total energy and an
accurate computation of the forces on the atoms, the inte-
grations over the Brillouin zone (BZ) were performed using
dense meshes of special k-points. At selected volumes, the
structure was fully relaxed to the optimized configuration
through the calculation of the forces on atoms and the stress
tensor. In the optimized configurations, the forces on the
atoms were less than 0.002 eV Å−1 and the deviations of the
stress tensor from a diagonal hydrostatic form were smaller
than 1 kbar (0.1 GPa). The set of energies E, volumes (V) and
pressures (P) obtained was fitted with an equation of state
(EoS) to obtain the bulk modulus and its pressure derivative.

The interatomic distances were obtained with the VESTA
software.75

Lattice-dynamic calculations of the phonon modes were
carried out at the zone centre (Γ point) of the BZ with the
direct force-constant approach (or the supercell method).76

These calculations provide not only the frequency of the
normal modes, but also their symmetry and their polarization
vectors. This allowed us to identify the irreducible represen-
tations and the character of the phonon modes at the Γ-point.

Conclusions

In this experimental and theoretical study of the behaviour
under compression of the β-Sb2O3 compound, we have con-
firmed the 1st order phase transition above 15 GPa reported in
previous works and have proposed that the HP phase of valen-
tinite has an orthorhombic symmetry (s.g. Pcc2) that is a low-
symmetry modification of the valentinite structure. The pro-
posed HP phase is supported by ab initio simulations, with
good quality factors in the analysis of the powder XRD and
with its cationic structure confirmed by single crystal XRD.

Thanks to the analysis of the pressure dependence of the
Raman-active mode frequencies in valentinite and its compari-
son with ab initio calculations, this work provides a solution to
the misunderstanding about the irreducible representation of
the vibrational modes of β-Sb2O3 found in the literature.
Moreover, we have reported a tentative assignment of the sym-
metry of the observed first-order Raman-active modes of
β-Sb2O3.

A deep analysis of the compressibility of the theoretically
simulated SbO5E polyhedral unit, the empty linear cavities,
and the unit cell volume (F–f plots), as well as the pressure
dependence of Sb and O free atomic coordinates reveals
changes around 2, 4 and 10 GPa which correlate with the
changes observed in the vibrational modes of valentinite
under compression. These changes were mainly observed in
the HP behaviour of the Bader charge and volume around Sb
and O2 and they have been interpreted as changes in the
orientation and distortion of cationic LEPs, respectively. In
particular, the changes observed at 2 and 4 GPa can be con-
sidered as internal IPTs in valentinite, which are hidden (not
evidenced in the bulk compressibility) due to the dominance
of the compressibility of the voids of the structure in the bulk
compressibility. The transitions at 2 and 4 GPa have been
identified with an order higher than 2 because they involve a
change in the interaction between the neighbouring LEPs
(unpaired electrons). These transitions trigger the formation of
new bonds, thus increasing the Sb coordination changes from
3 at room pressure to 3 + 1 above 2 GPa. Hence, they constitute
a sequence of transitions from an acicular quasi-molecular
solid to a 3D solid.

Finally, the F–f plots show a change in the compressibility
of the whole rod-like structure above 10 GPa which is consist-
ent with the general softening of the vibrational modes. We
have interpreted this instability to be caused by the strong
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interaction between the central O1 atoms and Sb atoms of
neighbouring Sb2O3 units when the large Sb–O1 distance
decreases below 2.38 Å; this leads to an increase in the coordi-
nation of Sb atoms to 3 + 1 + 1 above 10 GPa. Therefore, the
coordination of Sb clearly increases to 5 in the high-pressure
phase above 15 GPa.

We hope that this work will promote further studies on
valentinite for an unambiguous identification of the cause of
the changes observed above 10 GPa and the determination of
its high pressure phase. We also hope that this work, unveiling
the interaction between the cationic LEPs in valentinite at 2
GPa, will stimulate further studies on subtle pressure-induced
phase transitions in molecular and quasi-molecular solids,
especially in compounds with cations featuring stereochemi-
cally active LEPs, like in group-XV sesquioxides, where a
detailed search could lead to the discovery of new and hitherto
unexpected internal transitions.
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